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DORCIA FILLER VENT TUBE READER 1.14 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

The Dorcia Filler Vent Tube Reader is equipped with a high-speed RFID tag reader that reads each 
RFID tag present in the filler vent tubes or check balls as they pass by in the bottling machine. It 
keeps track of the tags and builds a database of the tags in the filler vent tubes or check balls. A 
connected PC in the control room displays the database and the current status indication and keeps 
logs of the data.

If the filler vent tubes or check balls pass by for more than four rotations and there are missing 
tags, an error is indicated (by a red lamp indication) and a fault relay is actuated. In that event, the 
bottling operation should be stopped, and the missing filler vent tube located before operation 
resumes.

The operator should also inspect the last ~750 bottles that have gone through the operation to see 
if they contain the missing filler vent tube / check ball (the amount from the last four-and-a-half 
rotations). An administrator will then have to swipe their badge on the connected badge reader to 
restart operation.

There is also a “clean-in-place switch” that can be activated when the system is cleaned. The 
antenna arm can then be loosened and swung away from its reading position, or it can be done so 
automatically (check with the installers), during the cleaning process.

An error fault condition will also occur if a vent tube or check ball is replaced with a different vent 
tube or check ball without the learning sequence initiated for the new sequence of vent tubes or 
check balls.
 
The light indicators on the control box give the current, 
real-time status of the reader system. Here is the 
meaning of the various light codes:

Blue – Clean-in-Place (Output Closed, Filler can Run, 

Detection Disabled)

Green – All Clear, Ready, OK, All Vent Tubes Seen 

(Output Closed, Filler can Run, Detection Enabled)

Yellow – Initializing (reading required # of vent tubes) 

(Output Closed, Filler can Run, Detection Enabled)

Red – Vent Tube Missing or System Error (Output Open, 

Filler cannot Run, Detection Disabled)

Off – Unpowered (Output Open, Filler cannot Run, 

Detection Disabled) Control Panel Assembly
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The Dorcia Filler Tube Reader receives power via 110 VAC 
– 220 VAC conduit. It is kept inside a locked control box.
There is an input “clean-in-place switch” that, when open, 
indicates that the system should enter “clean-in-place” 
mode (BLUE indication). This switch should be closed for 
normal, tag detection operation.

There is a dry contact output that when open indicates 
a fault (RED indication) and when closed indicates the 
system should continue running.

For tag detection, there is a cable that leads to the 
antenna and the antenna itself. Antenna placement is 
extremely critical for proper operation of the system and 
the operator must be careful not to move the position 
of the antenna or place any unnecessary metal nearby 
during normal operation.
 
There are also two inductive pick-ups for a “flag” position and a “start” position for reading the 
physical vent tube containers as they pass by.

There are two different configurations of the control box for allowing communications for an 
external computer with the system, for logging, clearing of errors, and diagnostic purposes. One 
configuration is Ethernet and one configuration is RS485.

In RS485 mode, there can be a 200-foot cable from the control box to a connected PC containing 
communication data.

In Ethernet mode, the control box can be connected to a router and the communicating 
computer hooked up to a router on the same network or the control box can be connected to the 
communicating computer directly using a standard Ethernet cable.

A PC is not needed for operation of the tag detector after it has reached the fully operational 
state (GREEN) but should always still be running anyway to monitor the operation and create 
a continuous log file, and for maximum troubleshooting data in the event of an issue. If, 
however, the PC was offline when an error occurred, it can still be started up to gain most of the 
troubleshooting data after it has connected with the control box and retrieved the information.

Before operation on a new filler, the operator should enter the expected number of tags (ie. 
number of fillers or cans or vent tubes or check balls) on the filter in the box at the upper left 
portion text entry box on the screen. The maximum number that can be entered here is 190, which 
would completely fill up the screen with tag data (5 columns of 38 tags each).

Reader Antenna Assembly
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There are four different basic logs that are created: an 
hourly log (once an hour), a daily log (once a day), a 
continuous log (all log data, updated hourly), and a print 
log (all log data since the last time the “Print” button was 
pushed).

The print log stores all the data that occurred since the 
last time the “Print” button was pushed.

In the case of a RED alarm incident, the operator should 
press the “Print” button to store the log of the incident 
(everything that happened since the last time the Print 
button was pushed).

These logs are stored in human-readable text files on the 
hard drive of the PC in the “C:\FillerTagLogs” folder. You 
can access this folder by pressing the “Logs” button.

The folders are: “C:\FillerTagLogs\Hourly”, “C:\FillerTagLogs\Daily”, “C:\FillerTagLogs\Continuous”, 
“C:\FillerTagLogs\SinceLastPrint”. These files can be opened with any text processing program, such 
as Notepad or Word, and thereby sent to a printer or copied to a flash stick or uploaded to a remote 
computer.

There is also a fifth folder called Timestamps (“C:\FillerTagLogs\Timestamps”) that contains 
additional diagnostic information in case of an issue that can be used to help improve the program 
or troubleshoot an issue.

If the control indicator goes to RED and the output becomes open (and the filler is stopped), the 
PC screen will show the position(s) of the missing vent tube or check ball, within about +/- 3 tag 
positions (see below). When this occurs, diagnostic information is logged. The operator should also 
press the

Print button to ensure that a Print log is created for the incident as well. At this time, bottling 
operation should stop until the cause of the issue is located.

The position of the missing vent tube is relative to the start flag or start position, counting in the 
direction of travel. Note that the exact position of the missing vent tube or check ball can be 
determined if you know beforehand which position the program is reporting (after the most recent 
learning or clearing process) as “tag #1” (the tag that is directly under the antenna when the start 
flag is activated). In those conditions, the exact position of the missing vent tube(s) or check ball(s) 
will be shown, if the PC program was running when the problem occurred. If these conditions are 
unknown or unsure, then you should use +/- 3 tag positions as a general rule for finding the missing 
vent tube/check ball holder because of the indeterminacy between the latency of the proximity 
sensor related to the latency of the RFID reader.

Proximity Sensor Assembly
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If the missing vent tube is found and a new vent tube put in its place with its proper RFID tag, or 
if some other issue was discovered, the system can then be restarted but only after a relearning 
process. To restart the system, press the “Clear Error” button. An administrator will then have to 
swipe their badge on the badge reader. After that, a prompt will appear asking whether the operator 
would really like to clear this error. Select “Yes”. At that point, operation will resume from the 
YELLOW state, and the system will automatically try to re-learn the new sequence of tags.

To learn a new sequence of tags even if the system is not in an error state, first bring the filler to 
a halt with the CIP switch in RUN mode (YELLOW or GREEN indication with filler stopped). Then 
press the “Learn” button. Then run the filler at any speed you desire up to 2000 cans/minute. As 
the learning process proceeds, a percentage complete message will appear on the screen of the 
monitoring PC. It takes around 800 tags to complete a typical learning cycle. At 800 cans/minute, 
this would then take about one minute to complete. When the lamp turns GREEN the learning 
sequence is done. This only must be done once for each set of tags in the check balls or vent tubes. 
When clearing an error from RED to GREEN, this learning sequence is also repeated.

During normal startup operation, the system is NOT in learning mode and the start flag is not being 
used. In that mode, it still takes typically around 800 tags to change from the YELLOW state to the 
GREEN state. If the filler was started at a speed of 800 cans/minute, this would then take about 
one minute. If the filler was started at a speed of 1600 cans/minute, this would then take about 
30 seconds. This startup time is to mainly to ensure that the system is stabilized to have a high 
confidence level of correct operation. If, however, during this time, there are missing tags, the system 
will enter the RED state. Also, if in this state, there are tags that were unexpected, the system will 
also enter the RED state.

If the lamp pattern is YELLOW and RED BOTH during learning mode, this indicates a fault that 
occurred during learning. Check the screen of the PC program. It will show one of the following 
warnings: Reposition Antenna or Missing Start Flags. In the case of Reposition Antenna, the antenna 
needs to be repositioned. In the case of Missing Start Flags, the start flag proximity sensor needs to 
be repositioned. In either case, contact Dorcia Technical Support. This special learning mode blink 
pattern will persist only for the first 2400 tags, or a few minutes, and then it will transition to the 
RED alarm state so that the filler is halted.

Note that if the USB dongle that plugs into the communication link (RS485 CAT-5 cable) is 
unplugged (or the Ethernet-based virtual COM port goes away in the case of Ethernet) while the 
program is running, the PC must be rebooted (restarted) for the communication link to work again.

Note also that if during normal running operation more than one tag becomes missing, sometimes 
only the first missing tag will be indicated. Thereafter, on the re-initialization of the system when that 
tag is replaced, any additional missing tags will then be indicated.

If you replace one of the tags with a foreign tag without restarting the learning process, or swap 
the position of two or more tags along the filler, an error will also be generated and the position of 
at least one of the foreign tags reported. The only exception is if the tag that was in position #1 is 
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swapped with a tag in another position; in that case it will show up as tag #2 that is missing. That is 
because the tag in position #1 is in position #1 by definition (the Start Flag is only used during the 
learning process) and so it doesn’t report the tag in position #1 as not being in position #1. However 
of course if you replace the tag in position #1 with an alien tag, it will report position #1 with the 
missing tag.

You can find out which version of Dorcia Filler Tube Reader Monitor software you have running on 
your PC by clicking on the Dorcia logo on the screen of the PC program. This will also bring up the 
Dorcia web site if you have an Internet connection.

If you find that more than one instance of the program is running after the system had been 
rebooted, please read the instructions towards the end of “Instructions for Installing Dorcia Filler 
Tube Reader Monitor PC Software” for removing one or more instances of the program at startup.

If you find that the program is booting up and there is no status on the screen but the connect 
button is also not accessible, double-check the connections, whether Ethernet or RS485, and re-read 
the instructions on setting up those devices (either “Instructions for Setting up VLinx Ethernet for 
Dorcia Monitoring” or “Readme.txt”), including the instructions on how to clear the current COM port 
setting towards the ends of those instructions (step 23 or step 7 or step 8). If the system had just 
previously been working, see the paragraph directly above about multiple instances of the program 
and/or the paragraph 5 paragraphs above about when a cable is accidentally unplugged.

For technical support or additional information, please go to our web site:
http://www.dorciaengineering.com.
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DORCIA FILLER TAG MONITOR DIAGNOSTIC CODES (6/20/19)

00000001 FEIG_TIME_SYNC_TOGGLE (Normal Warning)

00000002    FEIG_ERROR_DISCONNECTED (HS USB FEIG Reader Loss of Connection)

00000004    FEIG_TIME_SYNC_ERROR (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

00000008  FEIG_TOO_MUCH_TAG_TO_TAG (more than 10 seconds between subsequent tag events)

00000010  FEIG_RF_RESET_TIMEOUT (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

00000020  FEIG_REVERT_TO_FLAG_RPM (Tag detection not reliable – reverting to using RPM flag prox)

00000040  FEIG_READ_MESSAGE_ERROR (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

00000080  REVOLUTION_2_TIME_WARNING (missed same tag in 2 revolutions)

00000100  REVOLUTION_3_TIME_WARNING (missed same tag in 3 revolutions)

00000200  FEIG_PHANTOM_TAG (phantom tag was resolved)

00000400  FEIG_EXPECTED_TAG_COUNT_INCREASED (went to higher number of expected tags in list)

00000800  FEIG_PHANTOM_TAG_SEEN (phantom tag was seen)

00001000  FEIG_READ_MESSAGE_TIMEOUT (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

00002000  FEIG_NEGATIVE_TIME_DIFFERENTIALS (Normal Warning)

00004000  READER_ERROR (FEIG Reader mis-configured, wrong type of tag, or malfunctioning)

00008000  FEIG_POWERED_DOWN (HS USB FEIG Reader Loss of Connection)

00010000  FEIG_REINIT (HS USB FEIG Reader was re-initialized)

00020000  FEIG_REINIT_2 (HS USB FEIG Reader was re-initialized)

00040000  FEIG_RENUM (HS USB FEIG Reader was re-enumerated)

00080000  FEIG_REATTACH (HS USB FEIG Reader was re-attached)

00100000  FEIG_DROPPED_SENTENCE (the FEIG reader had way too much data and some was dropped)

00200000  FEIG_TX_STUCK (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

00400000  FEIG_PARTIAL_RX (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

00800000  ERROR_FAULTY_INPUT (one of the “power good” signals indicated power was bad for inputs)

01000000  ERROR_NO_FEIG (HS USB FEIG Reader lost communications; may have to cycle power)

02000000  ERROR_MISSING_TAGS (missed tag in 4 revolutions)

04000000  ERROR_MISSING_TAGS_RESTORED (system restored to good condition all tags seen)

08000000  REVERSED_MOTION (filler/wheel turned in opposite direction leading back to yellow state)

10000000  FEIG_BAD_SENTENCE (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

20000000  FEIG_ARTIFICIAL_NO_FEIG (HS USB FEIG Reader lost comms; may have to cycle power)

40000000  FEIG_BAD_TX (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

80000000  FEIG_BAD_RX (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)
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0000000100000000  LESS_THREE_PASSES_WRONG_TAGS (Tags wrong order after 2 revolutions)

0000000200000000  LESS_TWO_PASSES_WRONG_TAGS (Tags wrong order after 3 revolutions)

0000000400000000  LESS_ONE_PASS_WRONG_TAGS (Tags wrong order after 4 revolutions)

0000000800000000  FEIG_TIME_SYNC_TIMEOUT (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

0000001000000000  FEIG_INIT_MESSAGE_ERROR (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

0000002000000000 FEIG_RF_STATUS_TIMEOUT (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

0000004000000000 FEIG_CLEAR_MESSAGE_TIMEOUT (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

0000008000000000 FEIG_RF_STATUS_ERROR (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

0000010000000000  FEIG_INIT_MESSAGE_TIMEOUT (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

0000020000000000 READ_CRC_ERROR (A tag was read with a bad CRC)

0000040000000000 FEIG_CLEAR_MESSAGE_ERROR (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

0000080000000000 FEIG_RF_RESET_ERROR (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

0000100000000000  FEIG_BAD_RX2 (HS USB FEIG Reader/Handler Error)

0000200000000000 FEIG_UNEXPECTED_0 (system state green but just starting up and tag seen)

0000400000000000 FEIG_UNEXPECTED_1 (more than 200 tags)

0000800000000000 FEIG_UNEXPECTED_2 (tag seen that was not in our list of approved tags)

0001000000000000  FEIG_UNEXPECTED_3 (phantom tag seen – ignored ordered list check)

0002000000000000 FEIG_UNEXPECTED_4 (tag seen in yellow state after was in green state)

0004000000000000 FEIG_UNEXPECTED_5 (unusual execution path)

0008000000000000 LEARNING_MODE_FAULT (missing tags seen during learning: Reposition Antenna)

0010000000000000  MISSED_START_FLAG_DURING_LEARNING (Missed Start Flags)

0020000000000000 GRATUITOUS_START_FLAG_INDICATIONS_DURING_LEARNING (Extra Start Flags) 

0040000000000000 FEIG_NEGATIVE_TIME_DIFFERENTIALS_AT_LEAST_ONCE (Normal Warning)

0080000000000000  Currently Unused

0100000000000000  Currently Unused

0200000000000000  Currently Unused

0400000000000000  Currently Unused

0800000000000000  Currently Unused

1000000000000000  Currently Unused

2000000000000000  Currently Unused

4000000000000000  Currently Unused

8000000000000000  Currently Unused


